Columbia Men's Silver Ridge Cargo Short, City Grey, 44 Review-2021

100% Other Fibers
Imported
Button closure
ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY: Columbia's Silver Ridge Cargo Short features our signature UPF 50
fabric for protection against harmful UVA and UVA rays as well as breathable, wicking fabric that
pulls moisture away to keep you cool and dry.
HANDY FEATURES: This men's durable short features one zip-closure security pocket, side
pockets with hook and loop closure, and mesh pocket bags for ultimate convenience and security.
ADJUSTABLE FEATURES: A partial elastic waist and gusset detail provide the active man with
ultimate comfort during anything from bouldering to rafting.
CLASSIC FIT: This cargo short is crafted of a classic fit for ultimate comfortability while active days
outside.
OMNI-SHADE: Be safe and protected. Omni-Shade blocks UVA and UVB rays to help prevent
sunburns and long-term skin damage. The tight weave construction with UV absorbent yarns block
the full spectrum of harmful UV rays.Columbia Sportswear | Get Out There
For more than 80 years, Columbia Sportswear Company has been making gear for people who
enjoy the rugged outdoors found in the Pacific Northwest and far beyond. Based in Portland,
Oregon we still make no-nonsense apparel, footwear, and accessories to keep you warm, dry,
cool, and protected no matter what. Innovative gear with irreverent spirit, quality, and a family
business ethos is what sets us apart.
Columbia Sportswear | Stay Warm
Take on the bitter elements with confidence. Whether it's relentless rain found in the valleys,
non-stop wind coming down the Gorge, or frigid mountain snow fall... look for our advanced
technologies on your garment to keep you cozy warm, dry, and protected. No matter what.
Columbia Sportswear | Stay Cool
When your extended activities keep you out under the sun, we've got you covered â€“ literally.
Look for clothing that incorporates our advanced technologies designed to protect you from
harmful UVA/UVB sun rays, while keeping you dry, cool, and comfortable.
Columbia Sportswear | Tested Tough
Our signature Columbia logo is your assurance of our attention to detail. It's what sets our apparel
apart from others. We use only the highest quality materials, expert craftsmanship, and durable
stitching. This is sportswear you will enjoy for seasons to come. Review 2021, feedback 2021,
promo code, discount code 2021, buy, picture, description, sale, price comparison, cheap, cheapest,
value for money.

